
Synopsis

ODD SEED is a digital show that features 8 miscellaneous characters and the anthology
film that they star in. The film displays an array of dance, acting, comedy, and illustrations. A
kaleidoscope of imagery and performances, ODD SEED is a show that takes you on a non-stop,
bewildering journey. The show breaks away from a linear narrative and instead focuses on
individual short stories that feature odd interactions of foolish characters in striking settings.

The digital show is presented in two parts. Part One is the prologue of the piece that
familiarizes viewers with the 8 characters featured in the film through casting interviews. The
interviews take place in a dark, interrogation-like setting, which present a raw, awkward, and
unapologetic introduction to the characters. It’s here that we meet Mandy, Valda Shmorgington,
Petra Paulina Patricia, Deb, AMBËHR, Miss Lemontine, Adrianne Voxxman, and Jessalina The
Ginger Cat.

Part Two is an anthology film that features each of the characters in different
configurations, settings, and scenarios. The film is made up of 8 short chapters that explore
their own individual narrative and directive style. The first chapter, titled “Dance Teaches You
Discipline”, is a unison dance piece that features all 8 characters moving in complete
synchronization with deadpan faces. The second chapter, “VERSUS”, features two characters in
a movement-only scene inspired by slow motion sequences in action movies. The third chapter,
“The Group Project”, is ODD SEED’s take on a mockumentary, where three characters are
working on a children’s theatre festival show and the deadline is causing an extreme amount of
tension. The fourth, “The Social Dilemma Network”, is entirely shot on cell phones and is a
satirical take on society being doomed due to our dependency to social media.
“INTERMISSION”, the fifth chapter, is a glimpse at each character in between takes and behind
the scenes in their respective chapters.  Nearing the end, “A Dramatic Conversation”, stars two
distinctive characters sitting across from each other at a table arguing and attempting to
resolve an issue only with movement. The seventh chapter is a comical take on a horror film,
titled “When You Wake Up In the Middle of the Woods and Can’t Escape the Feeling of Imminent
Death”. Lastly, in “Fuck, How Long Have We Been Here?”, all 8 characters are together again, but
are transported to a warped, trippy, and slow motion single take sequence at a house party.

ODD SEED is an online performance journey like no other. Be ready to be amused,
confused, and removed from the norm.


